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What and who are the Dominic Groups for? 

Locally, there are many groups meeting already as part of our church and for different purposes, many of us 

belong to one or more of them but are unaware of how many there are.  Through our Dominic Groups it is hoped 

that everyone who would like to share in a parish faith experience in a small group over five weeks during January 

and February 2015 will be able to do so.  Each Dominic Group will be able to access similar support and guidance 

from the parish and each will enjoy similar opportunities to respond to the spiritual needs of its members as well 

as looking at our place in the wider community.  The Dominic Groups are for everyone interested in getting to 

know a little more about themselves and other people in our area while developing our relationship with Christ. 

Why are we calling the groups “Dominic Groups”? 

St Dominic’s spirituality was both simple and strategic.  He simply held to the New Testament basics of prayer, 

Scripture study, community and action.  He understood strategically, the needs of the thirteenth century church 

that included creating effective communities that would bring it new life and revive the spiritual well being of 

fellow Christians.  In 1217, soon after Rome had recognized Dominic’s order of Friars Preachers Dominic dispersed 

its sixteen members throughout Europe saying “we must sow the seed, not hoard it.”  Were Dominic alive today, 

he might diagnose needs in the church similar to those he saw in the thirteenth century and his prescription for 

us might also be the same: return to Christian fundamentals and build small communities committed to the 

gospel ideals. 

Through our local Dominic Groups we hope to sow (or at least tend) the seed and see it grow fruitfully.  Hopefully, 

the Dominic Groups will produce something that is sustainable in some form into the future. 

What will happen next? 

Throughout this autumn, parishioners will work with Fr. Philip to prepare for the Dominic Groups and you will be 

invited during December to participate in a weekly group during the five weeks starting Monday 12th January 

through to Saturday 14th February.  During the Parish Retreat Day at Buckfast on Tuesday 9th December and at 

times in the meetings of other existing parish groups you will be able to find out more and to help develop the 

proposals.  There will be further letters during advent giving you more information and inviting you to be part of 

a group.  You might consider in the coming weeks if you are able and willing to play a part in supporting a Dominic 

Group in a role such as host, group co-ordinator or meeting facilitator so that you can respond to the invitation 

and enable the Groups to be formed. 

If you are interested in becoming involved in the planning at this early stage please let the Parish Office know. 

“We must sow the seed, not hoard it.”   St Dominic  +  August 1217 
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